THE NEURO’S CLINICAL BIOSPECIMEN IMAGING GENETIC (C-BIG) REPOSITORY

An Open Science platform that promotes the sharing of scientific research to accelerate the discovery of new treatments for neurological disorders benefiting patients worldwide.

WHAT IS THE C-BIG REPOSITORY?

An anonymized collection of biological samples, clinical information, imaging and genetic data from people with neurological disorders as well as healthy research participants.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

- Robust informed consent procedure
- Patient’s data and privacy safeguarded
- Samples are analyzed, curated and catalogued
- Experimental results are eventually returned to C-BIG

WHO CAN ACCESS THE DATA?

- Robust informed consent procedure
- Patient’s data and privacy safeguarded
- Samples are analyzed, curated and catalogued
- Experimental results are eventually returned to C-BIG

Researchers from around the globe can register to access data or samples for their research studies via a secure portal.